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During the urban house dismantlement, merchants who are busy in making 
profits and government officials who are seeking achievements in their careers are all 
too selfish. Because of this, a lot of contradictory are thoroughly exposed. Sometimes 
politicians collude with merchant oppress and exploit people who have no resource to 
negotiate. So, it is necessary for us to investigate today's benefit pattern again. Urban 
house dismantlement, backed by power, is an administration collection of its owner's 
house. It should promote public interests, incur a liability to respect benefit of citizen 
and avoid blotting out benefit of citizen in the name of public interests.  
    This article has three parts besides preface and summary. 
    The first part studies balance of benefit on the purpose in the urban house 
dismantlement. It is necessary to set up a limit to purpose conditions, reasonably 
define public interests and adjust relation between public interests and citizen's 
benefit.  
The second part studies compensation of right in house dismantlement. Those 
who dismantle urban houses should pay fairly to citizen. They should appraise price 
and compensate just accord to law. In the case, citizen won't suffer loss and even 
make profits sometimes. For the purpose, country should strengthen control over 
evaluating organ and evaluating people, help party concerned to choose evaluating 
organ to set up a fair appraising standard and select right appraising method. 
Moreover, fair method, organ, people of compensation is also needed for house 
dismantlement.  
The third part studies guarantee of right in the process of house dismantlement. 
Good process will cut trade cost efficiently and present a respect to property right of 
citizen. Citizen have motive to participate in dismantlement process in order to protect 
their own benefit, for their property right has been disposed by country. We need 
administrative hearing of evidence, open process filled with participation, and relief of 
right during the establishment of process so as to achieve open, fair, just house 
dismantlement. The respect to citizens' property rights and process rights will 
strongly promote harmony of society, development of economy, growth of democracy.  
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不在此限。” ③1977 年的《公用征收法典》中也有类似的规定。 
(3)加拿大的征用目的要件。在加拿大，依据联邦及安大略省征地法规定，
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